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administration has indeed demonstrated

zations. They shape our world view, val-

great astuteness in their long term strate-

ues, and interests, thereby aﬀecting what

gy of using American power, wealth, and

we want and how we go about ge�ing it.

technology to reshape markets, states,

This, in turn, aﬀects the political and eco-

civil societies, and international organi-

nomic outcomes.

zations around the world.
Diﬀerent varieties of constitutions and
In order to understand this strategy and

capitalism are therefore biased towards

its consequences, we must start by recog-

diﬀerent political and economic solu-

nizing that the nature of politics and eco-

tions. Some political systems concentrate

nomics is not the same in all countries.

power either in the executive branch,

The way political arenas and market-

as in the United Kingdom, or in special

places are built diﬀer greatly. Variation

interest groups, as in the United States,

is manifest not only between advanced

allowing policies hidden from or out of

industrial countries and less developed

step with public opinion. Others disperse

countries but even among the countries

power among a range of actors, as in the

of Europe and North America. In poli-

European Union and most of its Conti-

tics, there are diﬀerences between parlia-
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mentary and presidential regimes, multi
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relations. The same applies equally in
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can world, where only the interests of
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shareholders are recognized as legiti-

sociations, and labor unions vary among

mate. Others are characterized by trust

countries. There are several varieties of

and cooperation, as in the Continental-

both constitutions and capitalisms in the

European world, securing long term sta-

world.

bility for not only owners but also management, workers, suppliers, customers,

Importantly, political and economic in-

and local communities.

stitutions reﬂect culture, embody lessons from history, and set out rules of

This recognition of variation and its ef-

the game. Needless to say, they therefore

fects opens up vast new horizons for the

have clear eﬀects on people and organi-

political and economic entrepreneur.
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Those who want to promote good gov-

This is not a strategy that suits every-

ernance, and EU foreign minister Javier

body, since any a�empt to redesign so-

Solana includes this as a key goal in the

cial institutions requires signiﬁcant in-

European Security Strategy, will see the

tellectual and material resources. On the

virtue of political systems that disperse

one hand, institutions are the products of

power and economic systems that are

history and culture just as much as ratio-

characterized by trust and cooperation.

nal design. An institutional engineer will

Others, however, and one may want to

therefore have to carefully use ideology,

include the Bush administration in this

spin, propaganda, and public diplomacy

category, will be more interested in ma-

to frame the new set of institutions so

nipulating political and economic sys-

that they appear to be consistent with

tems to suit their power and proﬁt mo-

traditions and conventions. On the other

tives than in good governance.

hand, actors o�en have vested interests
in certain institutional conﬁgurations.

Whether the objective is good governance

Thus, any a�empt to reconﬁgure is likely

or power and proﬁt, instead of engaging

to meet with resistance. Perhaps even a

in a series of ba�les in order to inﬂuence

war or two will be required in order to

individual decisions, a more eﬀective ap-

achieve a desired outcome.

proach emerges. Redesigning political
and economic institutions, adding those

The United States has the resources.

features that create a bias towards your

Drawing on the Ivy League, East coast

preferred outlook, norms, and objectives,

think tanks, the CIA, and the Pentagon,

will substantially increase the probabil-

the Bush administration should be well

ity of subsequent outcomes supporting

placed to engage in this kind of statecra�

your agenda. Moreover, a one-oﬀ ef-

around the world. But why should the

fort at securing appropriate institutions

United States bother? Having more mili-

might save you a lot of trouble later. If

tary power and economic wealth than

skilfully done, you may never again have

ever before, it could surely challenge the

to intervene in exasperating ba�les about

terms of individual decisions in a range

individual decisions. In short, institu-

of policy areas in a host of countries – and

tional design is the sophisticated version

probably win all the ba�les. So why do it

of policy-making.

the diﬃcult way?
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The reason is simple: hegemonies do not

Being at its peak, and recognizing it, the

last forever. The military and economic

most eﬀective investment America can

superiority of the United States is prob-

undertake with all its arms and money

ably today at its climax and can only de-

is to mould the institutions that govern

cline. In military terms, history teaches

the world to ﬁt its national interest. In-

us that whenever a hegemon gets too in-

stitutional engineering takes place most

vincible, balance of power politics soon

evidently on the national level, when the

ensures that other actors collaborate and

United States promotes ‘regime change’

catch up. In economic terms – the middle

or in other ways ‘advises’ or ‘liberates’ in-

level of Joseph Nye’s three-dimensional

dividual countries.

chessboard model of international politics – the world is already multipolar.

However, it also happens on the regional

And it is likely to become more so as the

level, although o�en in a less transparent

American twin deﬁcits grow increasingly

manner given the tradition of secrecy in

unsustainable, the European Union reaps

diplomacy and the o�en technical nature

the beneﬁts of extending the single mar-

of the issues. One example is the pressure

ket to ﬁnancial services, Russia gets more

from the Bush administration on the Eu-

conﬁdent in countering corruption, India

ropean Union to adopt new accounting

rouses its engines, and China releases its

and corporate governance rules consis-

tremendous potential for growth.

tent with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Such a
change would serve American multina-

The growing multipolarity of the world

tionals but could undermine the distinct

is perhaps best illustrated in the area

variety of political economy from which

of space policy, which has great ramiﬁ-

European business derives its compara-

cations both in military and economic

tive advantage. Another example is the

terms. Against the explicit objections of

eﬀort by the United States to compel

the United States, the European Union

the European Union to leave collective

has launched a large scale and long term

defence to NATO. This would preserve

cooperation project with India and China

American dominance and prevent Eu-

to develop the Galileo satellite naviga-

rope from being able to pursue its own

tion system as a direct competitor to the

distinct interests. A third example is the

American GPS system.

campaign by the Bush administration to
persuade the European Union to admit
Turkey as a Member State. Turkish acces-
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sion would not only lead to a weaker and

to America’s advantage. These guys are

more divided European Union but would

not kidding when they are talking about

in many ways leave us with an American

‘a new American century’ based on ‘full

Trojan horse in our midst.

spectrum dominance’.

Lastly, institutional entrepreneurship is

If the European leaders are the great

practiced on the global level. This is the

statesmen they like to think they are, they

case when the United States uses inter-

will stop squabbling and give their full

national institutions such as the Interna-

support to Javier Solana in his eﬀort to

tional Monetary Fund as foreign policy

turn the European Union into a real glob-

tools to secure friendly governments and

al actor. The European Union urgently

open markets. It is also evident when the

needs a uniﬁed and strong foreign, secu-

United States sidelines the United Na-

rity, and defence policy that is at least as

tions in order to avoid being constrained

sophisticated as that of the United States.

even by the very lowest common denom-

Anything less will leave it to George W.

inator of acceptable behaviour.

Bush to sketch out the contours of the future of humanity.

Never underestimate your opponent, is a
saying with much truth to it. Rather than

What is at stake is the nature of civili-

dismissing Bush and his retinue for be-

zation that binds humanity together.

ing narrow-minded and failing to under-

Whereas Europe is ﬁrmly commi�ed to

stand the consequences of their foreign

human rights, the rule of law, multilat-

policy, it is time Europeans appreciate

eral cooperation, and international law,

the intelligence and skill with which the

America under the Bush administration

United States is engaging in a long term

has shown ample contempt for all these

and comprehensive eﬀort to remake the

fundamental values in the course of its

world order. It is easy to be distracted by

all-embracing and never-ending ‘war on

the impressive military might on show in

terror’. Without immediate action to cre-

Afghanistan and Iraq. More important,

ate a more powerful European Union, it

however, is the quieter but equally force-

is the American vision that will prevail.

ful pressure being exercised on a vast

Not a particularly nice thought. And cer-

number of political arenas and market-

tainly not something future generations

places below the surface in order to tai-

will easily forgive current European

lor foreign and international institutions

leaders.
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